
Finite Satis�ability of Integrity Constraints in Objet-OrientedDatabase ShemasAnna FormiaIASI-CNR, Rome, Italyformia�iasi.rm.nr.itAbstratCheking satis�ability of database onstraints is a fundamental problem in database design. Inaddition, database onstraints have to be not only satis�able but also �nitely satis�able. This problemis generally addressed by using theorem provers that, being developed for �rst order logi formulas,are based on semideidable proedures. Furthermore, even in simple ases, theorem provers arequite ineÆient in dealing with omparison operators suh as, for instane, the equality. In thispaper, a deidable, sound, and omplete method for heking �nite satis�ability of a spei� lass ofintegrity onstraints for Objet-Oriented databases, inluding the equality onstraints, is presented.The method, that is based on a graph-theoreti approah, has exponential omplexity in the worstase, rarely ourring in pratie.Index Terms: Objet-Oriented databases, onstraint satis�ability (onsisteny), reursive shemas, ax-ioms of in�nity, equality onstraints.1 IntrodutionIn database area great attention has been devoted to the problem of onstraint satisfation rather thanonstraint satis�ability. The former onsists in verifying if a given database satis�es the set of integrityonstraints spei�ed in the shema (i.e., if the database is a model of the onstraint set), whereas thelatter (also referred to as onsisteny) addresses the absene of ontraditions within the set of integrityonstraints itself, independently of any given database (i.e., the existene of at least one model of theonstraint set). Furthermore, sine a database is �nite by de�nition, database onstraints have to be notonly satis�able but also �nitely satis�able, that is, the existene of at least one �nite model is required.In this sense, we say that database onstraints have to be free of the so-alled axioms of in�nity, i.e., setsof onstraints that admit only in�nite models [7, 16℄.1



For instane, onsider the following set of database onstraints (*):� every person has one salary, that is an integer, and drives one vehile, that is a ar;� every ar has one prie, that is an integer, and one owner, that is a person;� the salary of a person has to be stritly greater than the prie of the vehile he/she drives, whereasthe prie of a ar has to be stritly greater than the salary of his/her owner.This set of integrity onstraints does not ontain any ontradition, i.e., it is satis�able. However, itis easy to verify that only in�nite databases may satisfy it, i.e., it is an axiom of in�nity (or, in termsof Objet-Oriented databases [3, 25℄, an in�nite number of objets is required to de�ne a model for it).Now, onsider the further integrity onstraint (**):� every person has to be the owner of the vehile he/she drives.The above onstraint essentially states that the person driving the vehile and the owner of that vehi-le must be the same, i.e., it involves an equality onstraint. Now, it is easy to verify that the set ofonstraints (*), together with (**), beomes unsatis�able, i.e., no database (�nite or in�nite) an satisfyit. Therefore, the above two sets of integrity onstraints are both inadmissible sets of database onstraints.In general, the problem of whether a set of �rst order logi formulas is unsatis�able is semideidable,i.e., it is possible to de�ne proedures that report unsatis�ability in a �nite time if the set is indeedunsatis�able, whereas for satis�able sets, termination is not guaranteed (and semideidability holds alsofor �nite satis�ability). Therefore, in order to hek �nite satis�ability of database onstraints, twopossible diretions an be followed: (i) to support the database designer with theorem provers that, beingdeveloped for �rst order logi formulas, are based on semideidable proedures; (ii) to de�ne deidablemethods for database onstraint spei�ation languages with a restrited expressive power.For instane, following the �rst diretion, in the ase of the set (*), that is an axiom of in�nity, atheorem prover does not provide any answer beause the omputation does not terminate. Whereas, inthe ase of the set (*) enrihed with the onstraint (**), the inonsisteny is deteted, even if, in general,equality onstraints are not handled by theorem provers in an eÆient way (this issue will be betterillustrated in the related work).
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In this paper, the seond diretion has been followed, and a database onstraint language suÆientlyexpressive to speify, for instane, the set of onstraints (*) and (**) has been onsidered. In partiular,this work fouses on �nite satis�ability of Objet-Oriented database shemas, where a shema is de�nedby a set of types, possibly reursive. The data model employed in this paper is based on the languageTQL+, aimed at modeling the strutural aspets and integrity onstraints of an Objet-Oriented databaseappliation [19, 30℄. In partiular, in this work a deidable, sound, and omplete method for heking�nite satis�ability of a spei� lass of integrity onstraints, namely the �-onstraints, is presented.�-onstraints, where � stands for a omparison operator suh as >, �, =, are an integral part of thedatabase shema. They are de�ned by paths, that are dot-separated sequenes of properties that allownavigation through the types of the shema. The idea of paths appeared in [32℄, and their importanewas also emphasized in [27℄, for expressing queries in Objet-Oriented databases.From a theoretial point of view, the method is exponential in the worst ase, even if, as we will seein the paper, the shemas whih exhibit type patterns leading to suh a worst ase have a low pratialimpat.1.1 Related workIn the past, the onsisteny of a shema was not onsidered a problem beause the use of data modelswith a limited expressive power (suh as the relational one) prevented from writing inonsistent shemas[35, 37℄. With the advent of more expressive data models, heking the onsisteny of a database shema,independently of any database state, beomes a fundamental and ritial problem, and the need for au-tomati tools that support shema design beomes mandatory. However, in the literature, less attentionhas been paid to the problem of onstraint satis�ability [21℄, whereas a di�erent, but stritly related,issue has been widely addressed: the onstraint satisfation problem, i.e., the problem of verifying thevalidity of a database state with respet to a set of integrity onstraints (see, for instane, [23, 28, 36℄).In the following, some of the existing works related to onstraint satis�ability are realled.In [1℄, the onsisteny of a set of types related by means of ISA relationships and disjointness on-straints, in a network data model, has been investigated. A haraterization of onsistent and aylishemas with respet to ISA hierarhies (non-redundant shemas) has been given by using a graph-theoreti approah. However, in the related data model types are not strutured, i.e., no properties3



(typed or untyped) are assoiated with them.Some results, originally obtained in the �eld of Entity Relationship oneptual modelling [29, 15℄,migrated to Objet-Oriented databases [12℄. In partiular, in [29℄ the onsisteny problem for a spei�lass of database integrity onstraints, namely the ardinality ratio onstraints, has been analyzed. In-formally, these onstraints are used to speify restritions on the mappings allowed between entities andrelationships. In [15℄ an Entity Relationship oriented model, alled Entity Relationship Language (ERL),inluding ISA relationships, typing, and disjointness onstraints, has been presented. In partiular, asound and omplete inferene algorithm, allowing the satis�ability heking of ERL shemas, has beenshown. Finally, in [12℄, a tehnique has been presented for heking the onsisteny of lass de�nitions inan extended Objet-Oriented data model, o�ering the possibility of speifying ISA relationships, disjoint-ness onstraints, inverse attributes (properties), and ardinality onstraints. However, the data modelsproposed in all these papers do not allow the modeling of integrity onstraints involving omparisonoperators as, for instane, �-onstraints.In [5℄, the onsisteny of Objet-Oriented database shemas enrihed with integrity onstraints hasbeen addressed. In partiular, two alternative formalisms have been presented: one inluding path rela-tions (very similar to �-onstraints), but disallowing reursive shemas, the other one with the apabilityof expressing reursive shemas, but disallowing path relations. Being the ommon kernel of the twoformalisms very expressive (it inludes union, omplement, quanti�ed sets, value types et..), the on-sisteny heking of reursive shemas enrihed with path relations is undeidable. As a result, in thementioned paper, two speialized reasoners for onsisteny heking, based on the tableaux alulus, havebeen de�ned, one for eah proposed formalism (that, therefore, do not allow the onsisteny heking, forinstane, of the sets (*) or (**) mentioned at the beginning of this setion, for whih reursive shemasand path relations are required).In [39℄, the problem of reasoning with impliation and referential onstraints has been addressed.The former are a generalization of funtional dependenies, whereas the latter orrespond to inlusiondependenies. In partiular, sine the impliation problem for funtional and inlusion dependeniesis undeidable, in the mentioned paper ayli referential onstraints have been addressed. Therefore,4



among the main results, a novel haraterization for the impliation and referential onstraints (IRC)-refuting problem has been proved. Furthermore, the relationships among the IRC-refuting problem withthe query ontainment problem and the redundant impliation onstraint problem have been analyzed.The lass of integrity onstraints addressed in this paper an be seen as a restrited form of ylireferential onstraints as de�ned in [39℄, where in eah formula: (i) the anteedent is de�ned by oneunary prediate, and the onsequent ontains unary and binary prediates at most, (ii) onstants arenot allowed, (iii) the 6= operator is not allowed, and (iv) variables appearing in the prediates of theonsequent obey to a sort of "onatenation" law, for whih every variable belongs to a hain originatingfrom the variable de�ned in the anteedent (this is learly stated in formal terms in Subsetion 2.2, wherethe formal semantis of the language is presented).Furthermore, in [13℄ path equation onstraints on omplex objets have been addressed, that an beompared with the equality onstraints mentioned in this paper. However, in that paper suh onstraintsare analysed in ombination with funtional dependenies and speialization onstraints, while integrityonstraints de�ned with omparison operators are not addressed.The presene of ISA hierarhies in the data model, independently of any other kind of integrityonstraints, may be soure of ontraditions in the shema, due to the well-known inheritane onits[2, 26℄. Inheritane onit resolution onsists in determining the types to be inherited in the aseof ommon properties in the de�nitions of the supertypes. Of ourse, inheritane onits may arisedepending on the expressive power of the language for speifying the strutural omponent of types. Forinstane, in [38℄ an algorithm that allows the onstrution of the ISA hierarhy of an Objet-Orienteddatabase shema has been presented, where the strutural omponent of a type is de�ned by a set ofproperties. However, properties are not typed, therefore, inheritane onits annot arise.The problem of heking the onsisteny of Objet-Oriented database shemas organized aordingto ISA hierarhies has been analyzed in [4, 17, 18℄. In partiular, in [4℄ a method for treating and solvingdi�erent kinds of inheritane onits has been de�ned, allowing maximum exibility to the designer. In[17, 18℄, di�erent methods for the onsisteny heking of a set of types de�ned aording to the typetheory of [9℄ have been presented, where strutural reursion is allowed. In partiular, in [18℄ a deidable,sound, and omplete method has been proposed that allows onsisteny to be heked in polynomial time5



in the size of the input shema. However, in these papers expliit integrity onstraints are not addressed.In the ontext of dedutive databases, shema onsisteny heking has been widely investigated byrelying on theorem prover tehniques. For instane in [7, 8℄ a shema is a set of �rst order logi formulas,and shema onsisteny heking is performed by using the theorem prover Sathmo, suessively re�nedin Si [6℄. In these papers the authors propose methods for heking inonsisteny and �nite onsistenythat are semideidable.However, besides semideidability, it is well-known that, in the presene of equality onstraints, the-orem provers do not handle equality in an eÆient way. Below, two main tehniques on whih theoremprovers are based to deal with equality are very briey realled (a deeper analysis is beyond the sope ofthis paper, and the reader may refer to [11, 22℄).In order to have more eÆient theorem proving proedures, an inferene rule that is a re�nement ofthe resolution inferene rule is employed, namely the hyperresolution. Furthermore, two possible teh-niques are adopted to deal with equality: (a) all equality axioms are added to the shema, or (b) onemore inferene rule, namely the paramodulation rule, is added to the shema, together with and a reduedset of equality axioms. In [20℄, we analyzed both these solutions and we also proposed a new inferenerule, referred to as HaRT (Hyperparamodulation and Reex on Terms), that allows one to handle equalitywithout requiring the spei�ation of any equality axioms. In partiular, in [20℄ the results about someexperiments on these three possible approahes have been presented, using the theorem prover Sathmo.For instane, for heking the unsatis�ability of the set of integrity onstraints (*) and (**) mentioned atthe beginning of this setion, aording to the solutions (a) or (b), we had to stop Sathmo's elaborationwhen more than two thousands of prediates were produed, while Sathmo enrihed with the HaRTad-ho inferene rule allowed the detetion of the inonsisteny after the generation of about one hundredof these prediates. Nevertheless, even if the absene of equality axioms greatly improves the eÆienyof the proofs, all the three mentioned approahes are unsatisfatory being semideidable.Finite satis�ability heking beomes deidable if the problem is to �nd at least one �nite model of(or not exeeding) a given ardinality. For instane, Sem [40℄ is a system for enumerating �nite models of�rst order theories, in whih �nite satis�ability heking is treated as a onstraint satisfation problem.In terms of Objet-Oriented databases, given a set of onstraints and, for eah type of the database6



shema, the ardinality of the set of objets (instanes) allowed for that type, the system always returnsthe existene or non-existene of a model verifying suh ardinality requirements. Similarly, Leibniz isa system for logi programming, based on logi deomposition tehniques [34℄. It ompiles fast solutionalgorithms for heking the satis�ability of a given set of boolean formulas in onjuntive normal form,in whih the variables range on �nite domains.As already mentioned, in this paper, a deidable method for heking �nite satis�ability of reursiveshemas enrihed with �-onstraints is presented. The method is based on a graph-theoreti approah,where � operators are modeled by labeled ars. In partiular, in the presene of equality onstraints,in plae of the proliferation of equality prediates, typial of the elaboration of a theorem prover, nodesonneted through ars labeled with equality are simply ollapsed.The paper is organized as follows. In Setion 2, the syntax and the formal semantis of the databaseonstraint language employed in this paper is presented. In Setion 3, the proposed method is introduedby means of examples and, in partiular, the onstraint sets (*) and (**), informally disussed in thissetion, are formally takled. In Setion 4, the de�nitions neessary to formally introdue the proposedapproah are given and, in Setion 5, the soundness and the ompleteness of the method (i.e., a formalharaterization of �nitely satis�able shemas) is shown. Then, in Setion 6, a few more examples areillustrated and, in Setion 7, the onlusion and a few indiations about future work follow. Finally, inthe Appendix, the formal syntax of the onstraint language used in this paper and the proof of the maintheorem of Setion 5 are presented.2 Formal BasisIn this setion the Objet-Oriented database (ODB) analysis model, employed in this paper, is brieypresented. It is based on the language TQL++ for oneptual modeling of ODB appliations [30, 31℄. Inpartiular, this paper fouses on the sublanguage TQL+ [19℄, that is the omponent of TQL++ aimed atmodeling the strutural aspets and integrity onstraints of an ODB appliation. Suh an ODB model isompliant with ODMG [10℄, a standard for ODBs that is gaining a wide onsensus within the databaseommunity.
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2.1 TQL+ SyntaxIn the ODB model of TQL+, the intensional omponent (also alled oneptual model) of a database ap-pliation is represented by a TQL+ shema, whih is a olletion of types. Types ontain the desriptionof the struture of the objets that will populate the type extension (also alled lass), and the integrityonstraints these objets have to satisfy. An example of a set of types forming a TQL+ shema is shownbelow.Example 2.1person := [name : string; age : integer; phone : integer; hild : person℄employee := ISA person [salary : integer; vehile : ar; boss : employee℄,i1 : this:salary � this:boss:salaryar := [maker : string; olor : string℄ 2The formal syntax of TQL+ is presented in Appendix A.1. In TQL+ a type has a label (t term) anda tuple. A tuple is de�ned by a set of typed properties (tp), that is a set of properties eah of whih isassoiated with a type. Types are organized aording to a generalization hierarhy, delared by meansof the ISA onstrut. A property is identi�ed by a label (p term). It an be either an attribute or arelationship if typed by using respetively: (i) an atomi type (a type), e.g., integer or string (for instane,in the example, person:name); (ii) a t term (as, in the example, person:hild), establishing an expliitlink (or assoiation) between two types.Relationships an form yles, hene resulting in reursive types. In a tuple, multiple ourrenes ofthe same property labels are not allowed and properties are assumed to be single-valued.TQL+ expliit integrity onstraints are �-onstraints, where � stands for a omparison operator,suh as "=", "�, ">". A �-onstraint has a left and a right hand sides, eah of whih is spei�ed bythe keyword this followed by a path. The keyword this refers to a single objet in the extension of thetype the integrity onstraint is assoiated with. A path is a sequene of p terms, expressed aording tothe dot-notation formalism, that allows navigation through types. In a path, the same property labelsmay our more than one. For example, in the above shema, one �-onstraint is given stating that anemployee has a salary not exeeding the one of his/her boss.In order to present the notion of a TQL+ shema, the T funtion is introdued below. Suh a funtionis applied to a t term followed by a path, and returns the type of the �rst property of the path (as de�nedin the tuple assoiated with the t term), followed by the remainder sequene of properties of that path.8



De�nition 2.1 [The T funtion℄ Given a shema �, the T funtion is de�ned on a t term � followedby a sequene of n (� 1) p terms of �, as follows:� T (�:p1:::pn) = �:p2:::pn if � has the typed property "p1 : �", i.e.,� := [:::; p1 : �; :::℄� T (�:p1:::pn) is unde�ned otherwise.For 1 � k � n, T k is the omposition of the T funtion k times, i.e.:T k(�:p1:::pn) = T (T (:::(T (�:p1:::pn)):::)) 2For instane, in Example 2.1:T (employee:boss:salary) = employee:salaryand:T 2(employee:boss:salary) = integerwhile:T (employee:maker) is unde�ned.The formal de�nition of a TQL+ shema follows.De�nition 2.2 [TQL+ shema℄ A �nite set of types is a TQL+ shema (shema, for short) i�:� every type label is uniquely de�ned (i.e., the same t term is not assoiated with more than onetype-de�nition);� there are no dangling type labels (i.e., every t term delared in the shema is de�ned);� inheritane is ayli (i.e., a type has not itself as supertype, up in the hierarhy);� for eah type � and eah assoiated integrity onstraint:label: this:p1:::pn � this:q1:::qvT k(�:p1:::pn) and T h(�:q1:::qv) are de�ned, for k = 1...n, and h = 1...v, and, furthermore:T n(�:p1:::pn) = T v(�:q1:::qv) if v > 0T n(�:p1:::pn) = � if v = 0. 2The �rst two requirements, in the above de�nition, are quite obvious and the ayliity requirementfor inheritane is well-known. The last requirement onerns integrity onstraints paths: eah propertyof a path must be present in the tuple of the "traversed" type and, furthermore, the types assoiatedwith the last properties of the path must oinide.Notie that in a shema the integrity onstraints are supposed to be orretly typed, e.g., in Example2.1, the integrity onstraint: 9



i2 : this:boss:boss > this:bossassoiated with employee would be rejeted at a pre-proessing stage, by using a type-heker.With regard to inheritane hierarhies, it is well-known that, in order to obtain all the typed propertiesof a type de�ned in terms of a set of supertypes, the ISA onstrut an be removed by applying theinheritane proess [9℄. The inheritane proess in the strutural omponent of an ODB shema has beenextensively investigated in [17, 18℄. Therefore, in this paper, types are supposed to have all their typedproperties expliitly given, and types de�ned with the ISA onstrut will be not addressed.TQL+ is endowed with a denotational semantis [19℄, inspired by the desriptive semantis presentedin [33℄, that will be realled in the next setion.2.2 Semantis of TQL+De�nition 2.3 [Extension funtion℄ Let D be a (possibly in�nite) set of oids [24℄ representing a givenstate of the Appliation Domain, T the set of TQL+ sentenes, and P (� T ) the set of p terms. Considera funtion:E : T ! }(D)where } is the powerset, and a funtion:P : P ! }(D �D).Then, E is an extension funtion over D with respet to the type:t term:= type-de�nition,  expr1; :::;  exprni� the values of E on type-de�nition and  exprj , j = 1...n, are onstruted starting from the values oftheir omponents as follows.Given a path = p term1:::p termnlet Spath;x be de�ned as follows:Spath;x = fxg if n = 0;Spath;x = fy 2 D j< x; y >2 P(p term1)g if n = 1;Spath;x = fy 2 D j 9(y1; :::; yn�1) :< x; y1 >2 P(p term1); < y1; y2 >2 P(p term2);< yn�1; y >2 P(p termn)g if n � 2.Type Extension:� E(t term) � D� E(type-definition) = E ([tp; :::; tp℄) = Tj E([tpj ℄)� E(a type) ={ E(integer) = Z \ D 10



{ E(real) = R \ D{ E(boolean) = ftrue; falseg \ D{ E(string) = S \ D (where S is the set of all the possible strings)� E([tp℄) = E([p term:body℄) = fx 2 D j kSp term;xk = 1, and if y 2 Sp term;x ) y 2 E(body)gwhere kSp term;xk stands for the ardinality of the set Sp term;x.Integrity Constraint Extension:� E( expr) = E(label : this:pathi � this:pathj) = fx 2 D j if y 2 Spathi;x; z 2 Spathj ;x ) y � zgwhere, aording to the syntax, � is one of the omparison operators: >, �, <, �, =. 2De�nition 2.4 [Interpretation of a TQL+ shema℄ An interpretation of a TQL+ shema is a tripleI =< D; E ;P > where D is a set representing the Appliation Domain, P is a funtion as de�ned above,and E is an extension funtion over D with respet to eah type of the shema. 2De�nition 2.5 [Model of a TQL+ shema℄ A model of a TQL+ shema is an interpretation I =<D; E ;P > suh that, for eah type:t term := type-definition,  expr1; :::;  exprnof the shema, we have:E(t term) � E(type-definition) \ (Tj E( exprj)). 2De�nition 2.6 [Satis�able TQL+ shema℄ A TQL+ shema is satis�able i� there exists at least onenon-empty model, i.e., one model I =< D; E ;P > suh that for eah t term of the shema, we have:E(t term) 6= ;. 2De�nition 2.7 [Finitely Satis�able TQL+ shema℄ A TQL+ shema is �nitely satis�able i� thereexists at least one non-empty model that is finite, i.e., one model I =< D; E ;P > suh that D is �nite.23 A Graph-theoreti Approah to Finite Satis�ability ChekingIn this setion, the method proposed in this paper for heking �nite satis�ability of a TQL+ shema isinformally presented via examples. In partiular, �rst, two simple non-reursive shemas are illustratedand, then, the database onstraints informally disussed in the Introdution are formally takled.3.1 Non-reursive Shemas: ExamplesIn the proposed approah eah type of the shema is assoiated with a graph. The nodes of this graph,referred to as shema graph, are labeled with t terms or atomi types, while the ars are labeled with11



Figure 1: (a) GSat(seretary) and (b) GSat(manager) graphs - Example 3.1properties or omparison operators. In partiular, in a shema graph di�erent nodes with the same typelabel may be present and, in addition, for eah node, outgoing ars with the same property label anddi�erent destination nodes are not allowed. Given a type, the graph on whih the method is based isonstruted starting from a partiular shema graph, referred to as the GSat graph (where Sat standsfor satis�ability). In the GSat graph assoiated with a given type, eah integrity onstraint of the type ismodeled by a pair of paths. In partiular, for eah of the sequenes of properties de�ning the right and theleft hand sides (i.e., the paths) of the integrity onstraint, a path exists in the GSat graph whose orderedsequene of property labels oinides with the one de�ned in the onstraint. For instane, onsider thefollowing shema.Example 3.1seretary := [name : string; salary : integer; boss : manager℄;i1 : this:salary < this:boss:salarymanager := [name : string; salary : integer; proj budget : integer; tot budget : integer℄;i2 : this:proj budget � this:tot budgetIt is easy to verify that the above shema is �nitely satis�able: a �nite and non-empty model an bede�ned, for instane, by simply introduing one single oid in the seretary extension, and one single oidin the manager extension, with the related values, one for eah typed property.The GSat graph assoiated with the seretary type of the above shema is shown in Fig.1 (a), andis indiated as GSat(seretary). In this graph, we have two nodes labeled with seretary and manager,respetively, and four nodes labeled with integer. Furthermore, sine the type seretary ontains theintegrity onstraint i1, two paths starting from the node labeled with seretary are present in thegraph, one labeled with the salary property (orresponding to the left hand side of i1), the other onelabeled with the sequene boss:salary (orresponding to the right hand side of i1). Notie that, for12



Figure 2: (a) GSat(seretary) and (b) GeqSat(seretary) graphs - Example 3.2eah ar, the destination node is labeled with the type of the property labeling the ar, as de�ned inthe shema (for instane, the destination node of the ar labeled with boss is labeled with manager, asde�ned by the tuple of seretary). Furthermore, an ar between the �nal nodes of the paths modeling i1is present, labeled with the related omparison operator (we assumed that ars labeled with omparisonoperators are direted aording to the > or � operators, but the opposite hoie ould be adopted aswell).Similarly, in Fig.1 (a) the outgoing ars of the node labeled with manager model the paths of theonstraint i2, and a further ar has been drawn modeling the related omparison operator �. Finally,the GSat(manager) graph, shown in Fig.1 (b), is a subgraph of GSat(seretary). 2Before showing how �nite satis�ability an be heked for this shema on the basis of the GSat graphs,onsider the previous shema enrihed with the onstraint i3, as shown by the following example.Example 3.2seretary := [name : string; salary : integer; boss : manager℄;i1 : this:salary < this:boss:salary;i3 : this:salary = this:boss:salarymanager := [name : string; salary : integer; proj budget : integer; tot budget : integer℄;i2 : this:proj budget � this:tot budgetWith the addition of the onstraint i3, this shema obviously beomes unsatis�able. In this ase, theGSat(seretary) graph is the one shown in Fig.1 (a) with one additional ar, introdued by the onstrainti3 (see Fig.2 (a)).In the proposed method, the presene of equality onstraints requires a further step, that is, allthe nodes onneted through ars labeled with the equality operator have to ollapse. Therefore, theGSat(seretary) graph of Fig.2 (a) is transformed into the one shown in Fig.2 (b), that will be referred13



Figure 3: (a) GSat(person) and (b) GeqSat(person) graphs - Example 3.3to as the GeqSat(seretary) graph (eq stands for equality). 2Cheking �nite satis�ability of the above shemas aording to the proposed method onsists inverifying that, in eah of the GeqSat graphs assoiated with the types of the shema, no yles labeledwith strit omparison operators are present (notie that, in the absene of equality onstraints, GSatand GeqSat oinide). Therefore, the shema of Example 3.1 is �nitely satis�able, while the shema ofExample 3.2 is unsatis�able, beause the graph of Fig.2 (b) ontains a loop labeled with the > operator(notie that also in the ase of Example 3.2, the GeqSat(manager) graph is a subgraph of the one de�nedfor seretary).3.2 Reursive Shemas: ExamplesThe shemas of the examples presented in the previous subsetion are very simple. Consider now thedatabase onstraints that have been informally disussed in the Introdution. Let us start with the set(*) enrihed with (**) (i.e., the unsatis�able onstraint set), that is formalized in the following example.Example 3.3person := [salary : integer; vehile : ar℄;i1 : this:salary > this:vehile:prie,i2 : this:vehile:owner = thisar := [prie : integer; owner : person℄;i3 : this:prie > this:owner:salaryThe graph shown in Fig.3 (a) represents the GSat(person) graph assoiated with the type person ofExample 3.3. Notie that the node labeled with person, on the top of the graph, has an outgoing arlabeled with salary, modeling the left hand side of the onstraint i1. While the paths starting from that14



node, one labeled with the sequene vehile:prie and the other one with vehile:owner, model the righthand side of i1 and the left hand side of i2, respetively (see also Fig.5 (a) in Setion 4, where thesepaths are formally introdued). Furthermore, an ar labeled with the omparison operator > has beenset between the �nal nodes of the paths modeling i1, while an ar labeled with the equality operatorhas been drawn between the �nal node of the path vehile:owner and the node person itself (being theright hand side of i2 simply de�ned by this).Similarly to the previous examples, all the nodes of the paths modeling i1 and i2 (i.e., the integrityonstraints assoiated with person) have been "expanded", in the sense that the paths modeling theintegrity onstraints assoiated with their type labels have been drawn. In partiular, in Fig.3 (a) thenodes labeled with the �rst ourrene of ar (being traversed by the paths modeling both i1 and i2)and the seond ourrene of person (being traversed by the paths modeling i2), starting from the nodeon the top of the graph, have been "expanded".Sine an equality onstraint is present in the shema, the graph of Fig.3 (a) is suessively transformedinto the GeqSat(person) graph shown in Fig.3 (b), by ollapsing the nodes onneted through the equalityoperator (notie that, the GeqSat graph must be a shema graph, i.e., for eah node, the outgoing ars withthe same property labels must have the same destination nodes).In the shema graph shown in Fig.3 (b), a yle is present, labeled with strit omparison operators.The presene of suh a yle in at least one of the GeqSat shema graphs assoiated with the types of theshema allows us to state that the shema is unsatis�able. 2As already mentioned in the Introdution, in the absene of the onstraint i2, the previous shemaontains an axiom of in�nity, as illustrated by the following example.Example 3.4person := [salary : integer; vehile : ar℄;i1 : this:salary > this:vehile:priear := [prie : integer; owner : person℄;i3 : this:prie > this:owner:salaryIn this ase, the GeqSat graph is a subgraph of the one depited in Fig.3 (a), and is shown in Fig.4 (a).In partiular, with respet to the graph of Fig.3 (a), the paths modeling i2 have been omitted (e.g.,the ars labeled with the equality operator). Furthermore, in this ase the node labeled with the seondourrene of person has not been "expanded" beause suh a node is not traversed by any path modelingthe integrity onstraints assoiated with person, i.e., i1 (see also Setion 4, where the onstrution of15



Figure 4: (a) GeqSat(person) and (b) F(GeqSat(person)) graphs - Example 3.4the GeqSat(person) graphs of Examples 3.3 and 3.4 is formally illustrated step by step).In this ase, being the GeqSat(person) graph free of yles labeled with strit omparison operators,a supergraph, indiated as F(GeqSat(person)), must be analyzed, that is onstruted by suitably addinglabeled ars to the GeqSat(person) graph of Fig.4 (a). The reason for the onstrution of suh a graph isdue to the fat that the paths modeling the integrity onstraints of a type have to be present for eah ofthe nodes of the GeqSat graph labeled with that type. For instane, the node labeled with person in thelower part of the graph of Fig.4 (a) has to exhibit the same labeled outgoing paths of the node labeledwith person on the top of the graph. In this ase, the F(GeqSat(person)) graph is shown in Fig.4 (b).Sine this graph ontains a yle labeled with strit omparison operators, the shema of Example 3.4 isnot �nitely satis�able. 2In the remainder of the paper, the method is formally presented. In partiular, we will see that inthe above examples no further "expansions" are required for �nite satis�ability heking. In fat, the"expansion" mehanism above mentioned via examples has to be reursively applied until a terminationondition holds (that allows us to deal with reursive shemas). Informally, we an antiipate that suha ondition onsists in heking if the nodes to be "expanded" already our in the graph. This issue willbe formally takled in Subsetion 4.1. Furthermore, in Setion 5, we will see that, in the ase of reursiveshemas, the F(GeqSat) graph is, in general, not onneted, and �nite satis�ability holds if and only if, foreah type of the shema, the related F(GeqSat) graph has at least one onneted omponent that is free ofyles labeled with strit omparison operators.
16



4 Formal De�nitionsIn this setion, the notions that are on the basis of the method informally presented above are formallyintrodued, starting from the notion of a shema graph. In the remainder of the paper, for sake ofsimpliity, a type will indiate either a type label, i.e., a t term, or an atomi type.De�nition 4.1 [The Shema graph℄ Given a shema �, a shema graph assoiated with � (shemagraph, for short) is a direted labeled graph whose sets N and A of nodes and ars, respetively, arelabeled as follows:� a node n 2 N is labeled with a set of types of �, that is indiated as e(n). In general, di�erentnodes may have the same label;� an ar a 2 A is an ordered pair of nodes, n;m 2 N , labeled with a:1. p term, say p, de�ned in �. It is indiated as:< n;m >p,and is referred to as a property-ar;2. � operator de�ned in �. It is indiated as:< n;m >�,and is referred to as a �-ar;� for eah node n 2 N , if there exist two property-ars suh that:< n;m >p and < n; q >pthen: m � q,i.e., for eah node, the outgoing ars with the same property labels have the same destination nodes.2Based on the de�nition of a shema graph, the notion of a shema tree is given below.De�nition 4.2 [The Shema tree℄ Given a shema �, a shema tree is a shema graph that is a tree,direted from the root to the leaves, whose ars are all property-ars. 24.1 The TPath TreeThe notion of a GSat graph, informally introdued in Setion 3, is based on the notion of a TPath tree. Inorder to formally de�ne it, below the leftr and rightr sets are presented, that are related to the modelingof the left and the right hand sides of an integrity onstraint, respetively.In the remainder of the paper, given a shema � and a type � of �, I(�) indiates the set of �-onstraints assoiated with � in �. 17



De�nition 4.3 [The leftr and rightr sets℄ Consider a shema �, a type � of � suh that I(�) 6= ;,and an integrity onstraint i 2 I(�), de�ned as follows:i = label : this:p1:::pn � this:q1:::qvThen, the leftr(�; i) and rightr(�; i) are two sets of property-ars of a shema graph originating fromthe node r and de�ned, respetively, as follows:leftr(�; i) = f< r; r2 >p1 ; < r2; r3 >p2 ; :::; < rn; rn+1 >pngrightr(�; i) = f< r; s2 >q1 ; < s2; s3 >q2 ; :::; < sv; sv+1 >qvgwhere:- e(r) = f�g;- e(rk+1) = fT k(�:p1:::pk)g, for k = 1...n;- e(sh+1) = fT h(�:q1:::qh)g, for h = 1...v.(In the ase of v = 0, rightr(�; i) is formed by the r node only.) 2The TPath tree is introdued below. It models, essentially, the omponent of the GSat graph ontainingonly property-ars.De�nition 4.4 [The TPath tree℄ Given a shema �, onsider a type � of � whose assoiated set ofintegrity onstraints I(�) is non-empty.Then, the TPath tree of root r assoiated with � , indiated as TPath;r(�), is the shema tree whose set ofars, say Ar, is de�ned as follows:Ar = Si2I(�)(leftr(�; i) [ rightr(�; i))and whose set of nodes is ompletely haraterized by the set Ar.Notie that, being TPath;r(�) a shema tree, if there exist two property-ars suh that:< n;m1 >p and < n;m2 >pthen the nodes m1 and m2 are replaed by a single node m, suh that:e(m)=e(m1) [ e(m2).The short form TPath(�) indiates the TPath;r(�) tree, where r is any root. 2Notie that, having a shema, in the above de�nition the labels of the nodes m1 and m2 are singletonsthat oinide.For instane, the TPath(person) trees of Examples 3.3 and 3.4 are depited in Fig.5 (a) and Fig.6 (a),respetively, while the TPath(ar) trees related to the same examples oinide (see Fig.5 (b) and Fig.6(b)).In Setion 3, the notion of "expansion" has been informally introdued by examples. This notion isnow formalized by the Expand funtion presented below. To this end, the F operator between shematrees is �rst introdued. 18



Figure 5: (a) TPath(person) and (b) TPath(ar) trees - Example 3.3De�nition 4.5 [The F operator℄ Given a shema �, let S be the forest of all its possible shema trees.Then, the F operation between two shema trees T ,T 0 2 S, T = (N;A) and T 0 = (N 0; A0), returns theforest, say T 00, of shema trees de�ned as follows:T 00 = T F T 0 = (N 00; A00)where:N 00 = N [N 0, A00 = A [ A0. 2De�nition 4.6 [The Expand funtion℄ Consider a shema �, and the forest S of all its possibleshema trees. Given a shema tree T = (N;A), let N� be the set:N� = fm 2 N j e(m) = fg;  is a t term of �, and I() 6= ; g.Then, the Expand funtion is de�ned as follows:Expand : S ! Sand, when applied to T , returns the shema tree:Expand(T ) = Fn2N�(TPath;n(Æ)) F Twhere e(n) = fÆg.Notie that, sine the Expand funtion returns a shema tree, if there exist two property-ars suhthat:< n;m1 >p and < n;m2 >pthen the nodes m1 and m2 are replaed by a single node m, suh that:e(m)=e(m1) [ e(m2). 2For instane, if the Expand funtion is applied to the TPath(person) trees of Fig.5 (a) and Fig.6 (a),the trees shown in Fig.7 (a) and Fig.7 (b) are obtained, respetively. However, as already mentioned inSetion 3, in the ase of reursive shemas, the expansion mehanism is more elaborated. In partiular,the nodes of the TPath tree must be reursively expanded, until a termination ondition holds. Suh aondition is formalized by the notion of a T rePath tree, that is introdued below.De�nition 4.7 [The T rePath tree℄ Given a shema � and a type � of � suh that I(�) 6= ;, the T rePath(�)tree is a shema tree, that is a supergraph of TPath(�), de�ned as follows. Let Expandh(T ) be the19



Figure 6: (a) TPath(person) and (b) TPath(ar) trees - Example 3.4

Figure 7: Expand(TPath(person)) trees - (a) Example 3.3 and (b) Example 3.4omposition of the Expand funtion h times. Furthermore, assume that:TPath(�) = Expand0(TPath(�))and let Nh be the set of the nodes of the Expandh(TPath(�)) tree, for h � 0. Then:T rePath(�) = Expandk+1(TPath(�))where k � 0 is the smallest nonnegative integer suh that the following ondition holds:8 n 2 (Nk+1 n Nk) whose label does not ontain atomi types, if q is the path of the tree:Expandk+1(TPath(�))onneting the root to the node n, and q� is the subpath of q belonging to the tree:Expandk(TPath(�))then, there exists a node m in the path q� suh that e(n) = e(m) and, furthermore, m has at least allthe outgoing property-ars of n. 2Notie that, in the above de�nition, at least one expansion is required. This issue will be betterlari�ed in Setion 5. However, we an antiipate that the �rst expansion often allows us to distinguishunsatis�ability from axioms of in�nity (as, for instane, in the ase of the Example 3.3).Furthermore, in the above de�nition, being the Expand funtion applied to TPath trees, in Def.4.620



the labels of the nodes m1 and m2 are singletons that oinide.For instane, in the ases of Examples 3.3 and 3.4, the trees represented in Fig.7 (a) and Fig.7 (b) arethe T rePath(person) trees, respetively, beause in Def.4.7, k = 0. In fat, in both these ases, the Expandfuntion is applied only one beause, for eah path originating from the root of the tree, ar and personnodes are generated having no new outgoing property-ars with respet to the nodes already ourringin the path. In Setion 6, an example where more than one expansion is required will be shown.Proposition 4.1 [The T rePath tree size℄ Given a shema �, for any type � of � suh that I(�) 6= ;, theT rePath(�) tree is de�ned and has a �nite number of nodes.Proof. Assume that the shema � has n types, m is the maximum of the lengths of the paths de�ningthe integrity onstraints of �, and r is number of properties de�ned in �. Given a type � of �, byonstrution, from Def.4.6, and Def.4.7, it follows that the T rePath(�) tree is de�ned and has height atmost rmn. 2In the next subsetion, the notions of a GSat graph and a GeqSat graph are formally presented.4.2 The GSat GraphThe �r set, introdued below, identi�es the set of �-ars that need to be added to the T rePath tree toobtain the GSat graph.De�nition 4.8 [The �r set℄ Given a shema �, a type � of � suh that I(�) 6= ;, and a shema graphG. Consider an integrity onstraint assoiated with � , say i, de�ned as follows:i = label : this:p1:::pn � this:q1:::qvIf in G there exist the paths:leftr(�; i) = f< r; r2 >p1 ; < r2; r3 >p2 ; :::; < rn; rn+1 >pngrightr(�; i) = f< r; s2 >q1 ; < s2; s3 >q2 ; :::; < sv; sv+1 >qvgde�ned aording to Def.4.3, then:�r(�; i) = f< rn+1; sv+1 >�g if � is >, �, =;�r(�; i) = f< sv+1; rn+1 >�g if � is <, �.In all the other ases:�r(�; i) = ;. 2As already mentioned, di�erent hoies in direting the �-ars, in the above de�nition, ould beadopted as well.The GSat graph is formally introdued below. 21



De�nition 4.9 [The GSat graph℄ Consider a type � of a shema � suh that I(�) 6= ;, and theassoiated tree T rePath(�) = (N;A). Let N� be the set de�ned as in Def.4.6, i.e.:N� = fn 2 N j e(n) = fg;  is a t term of �, and I() 6= ; g.Then, GSat(�) = (NSat; ASat) is the shema graph de�ned as follows:- NSat = N- ASat = Sm2N� Si2I(Æ) (�m(Æ; i)) [ Awhere e(m) = fÆg.The root of the tree T rePath(�) will be referred to as the owner of the GSat(�) graph. 2For instane, the GSat(person) graph of Fig.3 (a) has been obtained from the T rePath(person) tree ofFig.7 (a), aording to the de�nition above.The following relation, namely the Collapse, is now introdued in order to present the GeqSat graph.De�nition 4.10 [The Collapse relation℄ Given a shema �, let G be the set of all its possible shemagraphs. Then, let Collapse be the relation:Collapse : G ! Gsuh that, when applied to a shema graph G 2 G, returns a shema graph G� 2 G, de�ned as follows.Let < ni; nj >� be a �-ar of G where � is the \=" operator. Then, in G� < ni; nj >� is removed, andthe nodes ni and nj are replaed by a node nk suh that:e(nk) = e(nj) [ e(ni).Notie that, sine G� must be a shema graph, in the ase of outgoing property-ars with the samelabels, the same of Def.4.6 is applied. 2De�nition 4.11 [The GeqSat graph℄ Given a type � of a shema �, I(�) 6= ;, onsider the GSat(�)graph. Then, GeqSat(�) is a shema graph of the same owner of GSat(�), that is the least �xed point (lfp)of the Collapse applied to the GSat(�) graph, i.e.:GeqSat(�) = lfp(Collapse(GSat(�))) 2Notie that, in general, GeqSat is a multi-graph, i.e., a pair of nodes may be onneted through morears (di�erently labeled). Furthermore, being the Collapse applied to a GSat graph, the labels of thenodes to be ollapsed are singletons that oinide (see Def.2.2 of a TQL+ shema).Proposition 4.2 [The Collapse lfp℄ The Collapse has a lfp.Proof. Given a type � of a shema �, suppose to reursively apply the Collapse relation de�ned aboveto the shema graph GSat(�). Then, if Ak is the number of nodes of suh a graph at the step k, it results:A1 � A2 � ...� An � An+1 ...Sine the set of positive integers is well-ordered, there exists a minimal element of the sequene that anbe obtained in a �nite number of steps. This element does not depend on the order the nodes to beollapsed are hosen. 222



5 Finitely Satis�able ShemasIn this setion the soundness and the ompleteness of the proposed method is presented, i.e., a formalharaterization of �nitely satis�able TQL+ shemas. To this end, the F(GeqSat) graph is formally intro-dued. In Subsetion 3.2, we mentioned that in suh a graph the paths modeling the integrity onstraintsof a type are present for eah of the nodes labeled with that type. Roughly, the main idea behind theF(GeqSat) graph an be summarized as follows: (i) eah node of the GeqSat graph stands for an instane(i.e., element of the extension) of the type labeling that node; (ii) aording to Def.4.7, further expansionsdo not add anything "new" to the T rePath tree. Therefore, one the nodes standing for the instanes thathave to oinide have been ollapsed, the shema is �nitely satis�able if and only if one non-empty and�nite model an be de�ned by "using" the nodes of the GeqSat graphs assoiated with the types of theshema. This an be heked through the F(GeqSat) graph, where eah node of the related GeqSat graphstanding for an instane of the type labeling it, stands also for an instane of the integrity onstraintsassoiated with that type. To this end, the de�nitions of pairs of equivalent paths and indued ownernode are introdued below, that allow us to identify the ars that need to be added to the GeqSat graph tode�ne the related F(GeqSat) graph.De�nition 5.1 [Pairs of equivalent paths℄ Given a shema �, onsider a pair of paths, q1,q2 of ashema graph, de�ned as follows:q1 = f< r1; r2 >p1 ; < r2; r3 >p2 ; :::; < rm; rm+1 >pmgq2 = f< r01; r02 >p01 ; < r02; r03 >p02 ; :::; < r0m0 ; r0m0+1 >p0m0 gwhere eah ph, p0k, h = 1:::m, k = 1:::m0, is a property label or a � operator. Then the pair of pathss1,s2: s1 = f< g1; g2 >l1 ; < g2; g3 >l2 ; :::; < gn; gn+1 >lngs2 = f< g01; g02 >l01 ; < g02; g03 >l02 ; :::; < g0n0 ; g0n0+1 >l0n0g(where, again, eah lq, l0v , q = 1:::n, v = 1:::n0, is a property label or a � operator) is equivalent to thepair q1,q2 i�:- m = n and m0 = n0;- ph = lh, for h = 1:::m, and p0k = l0k, for k = 1:::m0;- e(rh) = e(gh), for h = 1:::m+ 1, and e(r0k) = e(g0k), for k = 1:::m0 + 1- if in q1,q2 there exist, respetively, two nodes ri,r0j ,1 � i � m+ 1, 1 � j � m0 + 1, suh that ri � r0j (i.e., ri and r0joinide) then, in s1,s2: gi � g0j . 2
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De�nition 5.2 [Indued owner℄ Given a shema �, onsider a shema graph G = (N;A) and a noden 2 N . Then, n is an indued owner in G i� for eah pair of paths starting from the owner of a GeqSat()graph, where  2 e(n) and I() 6= ;, there exists an equivalent pair of paths starting from n in G. 2Of ourse, the owner of a graph is also an indued owner. Given a graph G, the notion of a F(G)graph an now be formally presented.De�nition 5.3 [The F(G) graph℄ Given a shema �, let G=(N;A) be a shema graph. Then, F(G)is the shema graph whose onneted omponents, say Gk = (Nk; Ak), k = 1:::s, verify the followingonditions:- N = Nk,- A � Ak,- 8 n 2 N , n is an indued owner in Gk. 2Proposition 5.1 [The F(GeqSat) graph℄ Given a shema �, for any type � of �, I(�) 6= ;, the graphF(GeqSat(�)) has at least one (non-empty) onneted omponent.Proof. Aording to Def.4.7, any node n generated by further steps of the Expand funtion (withrespet to the ones required to de�ne the T rePath tree) already ours (together with its labeled outgoingars) in the path onneting n to the owner of GeqSat(�). Therefore, it is always possible to de�ne at leastone onneted omponent in whih any node of GeqSat(�) is an indued owner, by adding ars among thealready existing nodes of GeqSat(�). 2Notie that in the ase of non-reursive shemas, F(GeqSat) oinides with GeqSat.For instane, in the ase of the Example 3.4, the graph shown in Fig.4 (b) is the only onnetedomponent that an be de�ned starting from the graph of Fig.4 (a), having all indued owner nodes (i.e.,the F(GeqSat(person)) graph is onneted).Finally, the notion of a monotoni yle follows and, then, the soundness and ompleteness of themethod is presented.De�nition 5.4 [Monotoni yle℄ Given a shema �, a monotoni yle of a shema graph is a yleof �-ars labeled with at least one strit omparison operator. 2Theorem 5.2 [Charaterization of �nitely satis�able shemas℄A shema � is �nitely satis�able i� for eah type � of � suh that I(�) 6= ; the shema graph F(GeqSat(�))has at least one onneted omponent free of monotoni yles.Proof. See Appendix A.2. 2Corollary 5.3 [Unsatis�able shemas℄ If in a shema � there exists at least one type , I() 6= ;,suh that the shema graph GeqSat() ontains monotoni yles, then the shema � is unsatis�able.Proof. It diretly follows from the proof of Theorem 5.2. 224



Therefore, the presene of monotoni yles in one of the GeqSat graphs assoiated with the types ofthe shema is suÆient to state that the shema is unsatis�able. However, in Setion 6, we will see thatthis ondition is not neessary, beause there exist unsatis�able shemas suh that, for eah type of theshema, the related GeqSat graph is free of monotoni yles.With regard to the omplexity of the method, onsider a shema � having n types and r propertylabels (p terms). Furthermore, let  be the number of expliit integrity onstraints de�ned in the shema,m the maximum of the lengths of the paths de�ning the integrity onstraints, and s = minfr; 2g. Asalready mentioned in Prop.4.1, the height of the T rePath tree assoiated with a type of � is at most rmn.In partiular, an upper bound for it is the omplete s-ary tree of height rmn [14℄ (i.e., the tree in whihall leaves have the same depth and all internal nodes have degree s). Indeed, it is easy to verify that,aording to Def.4.7, any T rePath of height rmn, neessarily, is not a omplete s-ary tree. Vie versa, anyomplete s-ary T rePath tree has nodes of depth at most mn. In other words, it is not possible to de�neTQL+ shemas with types whose assoiated T rePath trees are omplete s-ary trees of height rmn. However,the omplexity of the method remains exponential, beause the size of the T rePath tree may be exponentialin the size of the shema, as shown by the example below. Consider the following shema, where n = 4,m = 5, r = 5,  = 8:t termi := [p1 : t termi; p2 : t termi; p3 : t termi; p4 : t termi; p5 : t termi+1℄;i1i : this:p1:p1:p1:p1:p5 � this:p2:p2:p2:p2:p5;i2i : this:p3:p3:p3:p3:p5 � this:p4:p4:p4:p4:p5for i = 1...3t term4 := [p1 : t term4; p2 : t term4; p3 : t term4; p4 : t term4; p5 : t term1℄;i14 : this:p1:p1:p1:p1:p5 � this:p2:p2:p2:p2:p5;i24 : this:p3:p3:p3:p3:p5 � this:p4:p4:p4:p4:p5In this shema, the number of nodes of the T rePath(t term1) tree exeeds the number of nodes of theomplete (s�1)-ary tree of heightmn. However, as already mentioned in the Introdution, in general, theshemas ontaining integrity onstraints somehow similar to the ones above seem to have a low pratialimpat. In fat, they model appliation domains rather omplex with respet to the appliation domainsusually addressed in the database �eld. For instane, it is quite unusual to �nd a database appliationdomain desribed by a shema where all the types have the same set of integrity onstraints and, inaddition, properties seem to obey to a mathematial law (see also [17℄, where this issue has been addressed25



with regard to inheritane hierarhies).Then, the GSat graph an be obtained by visiting the T rePath tree at most  times. Suessively, if eis the number of equality �-onstraints that are present in �, sine the Collapse is applied at most etimes, the GeqSat graph an be onstruted by visiting the GSat graph at most e times. Furthermore, ifthe GeqSat graph has q nodes, the number of onneted omponents of F(GeqSat) orresponds at most tothe ardinality of the powerset of the possible sq labeled ars that an be de�ned in it (however, this isa theoretial upper bound beause eah onneted omponent is obtained by adding ars for a propersubset of nodes of the GeqSat graph).Finally, the absene of monotoni yles in a shema graph an be veri�ed aording to well-knownalgorithms for heking negative-weight yles in weighted, direted graphs [14℄, that are polynomial inthe size of the input graph.6 Further ExamplesBelow, a shema ontaining types for whih the Expand funtion is applied more than one is illustrated.Example 6.1 Consider the following shema.(a) t term1 := [p1 : integer; p2 : t term2℄;i1 : this:p1 � this:p2:p3,i2 : this:p1 > this:p2:p4t term2 := [p3 : integer; p4 : integer; p5 : t term3;p6 : integer; p7 : integer; p8 : integer℄;i3 : this:p3 < this:p5:p9,i4 : this:p4 � this:p5:p10t term3 := [p9 : integer; p10 : integer; p11 : t term2℄;i5 : this:p9 < this:p11:p6,i6 : this:p10 � this:p11:p8;i7 : this:p11:p8 > this:p11:p7,i8 : this:p11:p7 > this:p11:p6The GSat(t term1) graph of this shema, shown in Fig.8, ontains a monotoni yle, therefore,aording to Corollary 5.3, the shema is unsatis�able (for sake of simpliity, the labels of the �-ars havebeen omitted). In this ase, the Expand funtion has been applied three times, i.e., in Def.4.7, k = 2.(However, with respet to the shema of Example 3.3, this is a ase where the further expansion due tok + 1 in Def.4.7 is not neessary to derive unsatis�ability.)26



Figure 8: GSat(t term1) graph - Example 6.1 (a)

Figure 9: A onneted omponent of F(GSat(t term1)) - Example 6.1 (b)Now, onsider a shema, say (b), obtained from the shema (a), where the integrity onstraint i8 isreplaed by the integrity onstraint i08, de�ned as follows:i08: this:p11:p7 < this:p11:p6.The shema (b) is �nitely satis�able (for instane, a onneted omponent of F(GSat(t term1)) isgiven in Fig.9). Notie that, had we applied the Expand funtion only one (i.e., k=0), we wouldhave reported a �nitely satis�able shema as a not �nitely satis�able one (a onneted omponent ofF(GSat(t term1)) onstruted starting from the Expand(TPath(t term1)) tree is shown in Fig.10). 2Finally, in the previous setion, we mentioned that the presene of monotoni yles in the GeqSatgraphs is a suÆient but not a neessary ondition for unsatis�ability. For instane, onsider the following27



Figure 10: A onneted omponent onstruted from theExpand(TPath(t term1)) tree - Example 6.1 (b)

Figure 11: A onneted omponent of F(GSat(t term1)) -(a) Example 6.2 (a) and (b) Example 6.2 (b)example, regarding two shemas that are not �nitely satis�able.Example 6.2 Consider �rst the following shema.(a) t term1 := [p1 : t term1; p2 : integer; p3 : integer℄;i1 : this:p2 > this:p3,i2 : this:p1:p3 < this:p3,i3 : this:p1:p2 > this:p2The GSat(t term1) graph of this shema does not ontain any monotoni yle, whereas this does nothold for the graph F(GSat(t term1)) (one of its onneted omponents is represented in Fig.11 (a)).Now, suppose to modify the previous shema by interhanging the omparison operators of the in-tegrity onstraints i2 and i3, as follows:(b) t term1 := [p1 : t term1; p2 : integer; p3 : integer℄;i1 : this:p2 > this:p3,i02 : this:p1:p3 > this:p3,i03 : this:p1:p2 < this:p2 28



This shema behaves similarly to the previous one (a onneted omponent of F(GSat(t term1)) isshown in Fig.11 (b)). Aording to Theorem 5.2, both the shemas (a) and (b) are not �nitely satis�able,and Corollary 5.3 is not appliable. Indeed, it is possible to see that the shema (a) ontains an axiom ofin�nity, whereas the shema (b) is unsatis�able. In fat, roughly, the ardinality of the intervals de�nedby the integer numbers that must be instantiated in orrespondene to the properties p2 and p3, for eahof the instanes of t term1, is stritly inreasing in the former ase, and stritly dereasing in the latterase. 2It is interesting to observe that if we replae the atomi type integer with real, also the shema (b)ontains an axiom of in�nity. In other words, if a shema is not �nitely satis�able and the assoiatedGeqSat graphs are free of monotoni yles, this method does not allow us to distinguish unsatis�abilityfrom in�nite satis�ability. However, this does not seem to be a drawbak beause, as already mentioned,unsatis�able onstraints and axioms of in�nity are both inadmissible database onstraints.7 Conlusion and Future workIn this paper, the problem of heking �nite satis�ability of database onstraints has been investigated.In partiular, this work fouses on a spei� lass of database onstraints, namely the �-onstraints. �-onstraints, that inlude equality onstraints, have been spei�ed by using the language TQL+, aimed atmodeling the strutural aspets and integrity onstraints of ODB appliations [19, 30℄. In partiular, inthis paper, a deidable method for heking �nite satis�ability of �-onstraints has been presented, andthe proof of its soundness and ompleteness has been given.As a future work, there seems to be no obstales in extending the proposed method to a more expressivedata model and, in partiular, to a wider lass of �-onstraints also inluding multi-valued properties,and null-values. In partiular, the seond diretion seems to be quite easy to realize, beause the preseneof properties with null-values simply inhibits the expansion of the shema trees in orrespondene to thears labeled with that properties.Finally, the de�nition of a omplexity lass for the problem of �nite satis�ability of the lass of integrityonstraints addressed in this paper represents an interesting and worthwhile issue to investigate, on whihonly preliminary results are available at the moment.
29



A AppendixA.1 Formal Syntax of TQL+In the following de�nition, the formal syntax of TQL+ is presented: non-terminal symbols are enlosedbetween angle brakets, terminal symbols are in bold, symbols in italis represent user-de�ned strings,whereas symbols enlosed between urly braes are optional (the undersore harater stands for itera-tion).De�nition A.1 [Syntax of TQL+℄htypei ::= t term := htype-de�nitioni f, h expr1i, h exprni ghtype-de�nitioni ::= ISA t term1 t termk f htuplei gj htupleihtuplei ::= [htp1i, htpmi℄htpi ::= p term : hbodyihbodyi ::= t termj ha typeiha typei ::= integerj real j boolean j stringh expri ::= label: this.hpathi h � i thisf.hpathighpathi ::= p term1. p termhh � i ::= � j < j > j � j = 2A.2 Charaterization of �nitely satis�able shemasBelow the proof of the Theorem 5.2 presented in Setion 5 is given.Theorem 5.2 [Charaterization of �nitely satis�able shemas℄A shema � is �nitely satis�able i� for eah type � of � suh that I(�) 6= ; the shema graph F(GeqSat(�))has at least one onneted omponent free of monotoni yles.Proof. ) By ontradition. Suppose that there exists one type  of �, I() 6= ;, suh that anyonneted omponent of F(GeqSat()) ontains at least one monotoni yle. We have to distinguish thefollowing two ases.1. The graph GeqSat() ontains at least one monotoni yle. Aording to the de�nition of a GeqSatgraph and the formal semantis of TQL+, eah ar orresponds to an assoiation or a �-onstraintof the shema, requiring the existene of a pair of oids or values that are instanes of the typeslabeling the onneted nodes and, in the ase of a �-ar, also satisfying the � inequality. Sine theintegers and reals are both totally ordered sets, any restrition of the � (or �) relation must bea partially ordered set (i.e., the reexive, antisymmetri and transitive properties must hold). In30



partiular, in the ase of strit omparison operators, we have a strit partially ordered set (i.e.,the irreexive, asymmentri1 and transitive properties must hold). Therefore, in the presene ofmonotoni yles the shema is unsatis�able: ontradition.2. The graph GeqSat() does not ontain monotoni yles.Assume that m is the nonnegative integer suh that:T rePath() = Expandm(TPath()).Given n � 0, onsider the tree:Expandm+n(TPath())and let Geq;nSat () be the GeqSat() graph onstruted starting from the tree Expandm+n(TPath()).Below the following statement will be proved:(*) 8 n � 0, any onneted omponent of F(Geq;nSat ()) ontainsat least one monotoni yle.By indution on n.� n = 0. This step diretly follows from the hypothesis, i.e., any onneted omponent ofF(Geq;0Sat ()) ontains at least one monotoni yle.� Suppose now that the statement (*) holds for any k, where 0 � k < n. We have to provethat (*) holds for n, i.e., that any onneted omponent of F(Geq;nSat ()) has at least onemonotoni yle. By ontradition. Suppose that there exists one onneted omponent G0of F(Geq;nSat ()) free of monotoni yles. Consider the tree Expandm+n(TPath()) from whihGeq;nSat () has been onstruted. Consider a node ni, where e(ni) = f�g, that belongs to the treeExpandm+n(TPath()) and does not belong to the tree Expandm+k(TPath()), 0 � k < n. Byde�nition of a T rePath tree, there exists at least one node ~ni in the tree Expandm+k(TPath())that belongs to the path onneting the root of the tree to the node ni, suh that e(~ni) =f�g, and ~ni has all the outgoing property-ars of ni. Therefore, if there exists one onnetedomponent G0 of F(Geq;nSat ()) free of monotoni yles, it is also possible to �nd one onnetedomponent G00 of F(Geq;kSat ()), 0 � k < n, free of monotoni yles: ontradition.Then, the statement (*) holds for any n � 0.Therefore, aording to the formal semantis of TQL+, the shema is not �nitely satis�able: on-tradition.( By onstrution. Given a type  of �, I() 6= ;, let G be one onneted omponent of F(GeqSat())free of monotoni yles. Let us distinguish the following two ases.1. G does not ontain yles of �-ars. For eah node nj of G , let xnj be a variable standing for aninstane of the type in e(nj), and let D be the set of all the variables assoiated with the nodes of1Notie that, if R is a binary relation, R is antisymmetri i� (a; b) 2 R and (b; a) 2 R) a = b, whereas R is asymmetrii� (a; b) 2 R ) (b; a) =2 R. 31



G . Furthermore, let P be a funtion de�ned on the set P of p terms of the shema � suh that,if applied to a p term, say p, P(p) returns the set of all the ordered pairs of variables (xni ; xnj ),xni ; xnj 2 D , suh that there exists one ar < ni; nj >p in G . Finally, let E be a funtionde�ned on the set T of TQL+ sentenes, suh that:- E is an extension funtion over D with respet to eah type of �;- E(�) = fxnk 2 D : � 2 e(nk)g, for eah type � of �.In partiular, for eah variable xnk 2 E(�), and for eah property p of the type � that is notmodeled by an outgoing ar of nk, add in D one more variable, say xh, suh that, if Æ is the typeof the property p in �, then xh 2 E(Æ) and (xnk ; xh) 2 P(p).Then, the triple < D ; E ; P > is an interpretation of �. By onstrution, this interpretation isalso a model, i.e., for eah type � of �, if � is the label of a node in G , it results E(�) 6= ; (infat, in G any node n is an owner or an indued owner of a GeqSat graph, and there are no ylesof �-ars).2. G ontains a yle of �-ars. Then, from the hypothesis, this yle is not monotoni, i.e., all the�-ars are labeled with the � (or �) operator. Then, suppose to ollapse all the nodes of suha yle in one single node (that is labeled with a singleton, having a shema). Similarly to theprevious ase, we an de�ne a triple < D ; E ; P > that is a model of �.Suppose to iterate the above onstrution for eah t term of the shema, with the assumption that,for eah pair �,Æ of t terms of �, � 6= Æ, D� \ DÆ = ;. In partiular, in the ase of t terms, say �, suhthat I(�) = ;, the onstrution of the triple < D�; E�; P� > is limited to the introdution of the set ofvariables related to the typed properties of �. Let L (� T ) be the set of all the t terms of the shema �.Then, onsider the triple < D; E ;P > de�ned as follows:D = SÆ2LDÆE is an extension funtion, E : T ! }(D), over D with respet to eah type of the shema � and, suhthat, for eah type  of �:E() = SÆ2LEÆ()P is a funtion, P : P ! }(D �D), suh that for eah p 2 P :P(p) = SÆ2L PÆ(p).Then, the triple < D; E ;P > is an interpretation that is also a non-empty and �nite model of the shema�: the shema is �nitely satis�able.
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